
March 05 at 5pm we start at Nicole Beck's studio
Studio visit with Nicole Beck by appointment only. 
We get fascinating insights into Nicole's working processes. On this unique occasion you can
look over her shoulder and experience how her typical hollow bodies are created in the heat
of the oven.

Where: at Nicole Beck's studio, in Schwabing. The address you will receive after registering by
              Email

SCHMUCK 2023
During SCHMUCK 2023, from March 08 to 12, we invite you to two selected
exhibitions. And as a new highlight, we will take a look behind the scenes and  
visit Nicole Beck's workshop.  

March 08 at 6pm you are cordially invited to the opening of:

Jiro Kamata OCULUS
The light is his media, his work material the camera lenses – the eyes of old photo cameras.
They have seen many things: Landscapes, people, oceans and now take us mentally on a
journey. Minimalistic forms, perfect craftsmanship – here nothing is left to chance, but the
light reflections of the lenses surprise us again and again, they are unpredictable and always in
motion. Jiro's works thus acquire a wonderful liveliness.

Opening hours: March 09 to 18, Tue-Sat 12-6pm, Sun 12-3pm

Where: Boutwell Schabrowsky Gallery, Theresienstr. 48
Contact: Kinga Zobel, +49 163 2547079, k.zobel@galerie-biro.de

On March 09, from 4-5pm we present the book to the exhibition:

Margit Jäschke KAIROS 
With Dirk Allgaier from arnoldsche Art Publishers
The exhibition catalog was published in 2022 for the opening at the GRASSI MAK. 
With texts by Dr. Karl Bollmann, Susanne Altmann, and Olga Zobel Biró, among others.

Where: Galerie Biró, Zieblandstr. 19

On March 09, from 5 to 8pm we invite to the vernissage of the exhibition:

Margit Jäschke KAIROS – Things I like 
After the opening in May 2022 at the GRASSI MAK and afterwards at the Schmuckmuseum
Pforzheim (until 16.04.2023) the exhibition KAIROS is now hosted by Galerie Biró. We are
very pleased to be able to give you an insight into the great oeuvre of the artist.
 "... Chance needs space, and chance always means allowing for the surprising. I like to be
surprised, and I like to surprise just as much. Giving space to chance in artistic creation does
not mean arbitrariness or triviality. It is a hard-earned lightness; a fleeting moment enters the
center of attention and becomes the main theme of a work." M.J. in KAIROS
 
Opening hours: March 9-11: 11am-7pm, March 14-April 15: Tue-Fry 3-6pm, Sat 11am-3pm

Where: Galerie Biró, Zieblandstr. 19
Contact: Olga Zobel  +49 171 1917819,  zobel@galerie-biro.de

Galerie Biró  Zieblandstr. 19  80799 München  +49 163 2547079 k.zobel@ galerie-biro.de

For more information and up-to-the-minute news, follow us on Instagram, or visit our
website, www.galerie-biro.de

We look forward to a festive and inspiring time with our artists, collectors and
friends. WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AGAIN!

In addition to the our program, there will of course be a variety of other exciting events during
SCHMUCK. From mid-February on you will find all the information to print, or click in:       

                            munichjewelleryweek.com                           PDF to be downloaded  at our website 
                                                                                                               www.galerie-bir.de
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